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Implementing the NLM Strategic Plan - Making information FINDABLE
As outlined in the 2017-2027 NLM Strategic Plan, we have begun to enhance our efforts to collect, organize,
and disseminate non-traditional research objects such as data. We are (re)designing our resources around
the FAIR principles of making information Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Re-usable. 
Do you want an easy way to find journal articles with associated data sets? New search filters in PubMed
Central (PMC) and PubMed provide options for finding citations or journal articles with data information.
In PMC you can search with filters to discover articles with specific types of associated data. In the search
box, use the following filtered search parameters:
• has suppdata[filter] to find articles with associated supplementary material
• has data avail[filter] to find articles that include a data availability or data accessibility statement
• has data citations[filter] to find articles that include data citation(s)
• has associated data[filter] to find all articles with any type of data section described above
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Or, after you run a search in PMC, you can quickly apply the “Associated Data” filter to retrieve articles
with any type of data from the facet in the left side bar.
To increase the visibility
of data citations, data
availability statements,
and supplementary
materials available in
PMC articles, we
included an Associated
Data box. 
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In PubMed, you can
search for citations
with data by using
the data[filter] to
find citations with
related data links in
either the Secondary
Source ID field or
the LinkOut—Other
Literature Resources
field (both located
below the abstract).
These data links may
be to records in other
NLM databases
(e.g., GenBank,
ClinicalTrials.gov) or
external data
repositories (e.g.,
figshare, Dryad).
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DIGITAL COLLECTIONS HOMEPAGE REDESIGNED
Our Digital Collections is a free, online repository of biomedical resources including books, still images,
videos, and maps. Content in this resource is freely available worldwide and in the public domain, unless
otherwise indicated. To increase findability in this system, we simplified the search and browse options,
display recently digitized items, include a rotating banner of featured items with information about each
collection, and link to related projects. Explore the new page:
You might have noticed that we refreshed our NLM HomePage. We think the new design will meet user
needs for finding their favorite NLM products and services while exposing hidden “nuggets” that may have
been harder to locate in the previous version. We hope you like the changes!
We will continue to assess our products and services to ensure they align with the goals of the NLM Strategic
Plan, as such, some of our products or resources may merge information or be retired.  Stay informed by
subscribing to NLM Technical Bulletin email updates or RSS feeds.
